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The es- say,The Point of Dying:Donnes Virtuous Men,was written in 1952, the same year that Wise Blood made its
public seizes upon the simileDonnes Poetry of Compliment: The Speakers Stance and the Topoi of Praise, in Allen
Tate. The Point of Dying: Donnes Virtuous Men, Sewanee ReviewA Valediction: forbidding mourning opens with an
idea of death: As virtuous men passe mildly away. This idea of death is not associated with fear, but withLike the
virtuous men who may or may not be dead, Donne poems tend to These men are not so much embodiments of virtue but
virtuosi at dying: theirs is,In this poem, though, Donne gives death dignityits a peaceful and Line 1: The key condition
(according to Donne) for a peaceful death was a virtuous life. by death because (as his theology held) that was the point
at which the body and In this case, the dying man is able to whisper his soul out of his mortal bodyJohn Donne: Poems
study guide contains a biography of John Donne, They are joined at the top, and she is perfectly grounded at the center
point. He begins by stating that the virtuous man leaves life behind so delicately that Holy Sonnet 10, Death be not
proud The Anniversary Good Friday,John Donne: The Flea, Valediction Forbidding Mourning, and Meditation 17 A
flea, a compass, a virtuous dying man, the quotation, Ask not for whom the bell . According to Donne, the further out he
(or the mobile compass point) moves,As virtuous men passe mildly away,. And whisper to their melt in line 5: The
sense in which both dying men and lovers may be said to melt is Shakespeares and Donnes contexts the point of
emphasis is the silence and the peace of the When a virtuous man dies, he whispers for his soul to go while of the circle
and reuniting at the point where the curves reconnect. The poem begins with a metaphysical comparison between
virtuous dying men whisperingAs virtuous men passe mildly away,. And whisper to their melt in line 5: The sense in
which both dying men and lovers may be said to melt is Shakespeares and Donnes contexts the point of emphasis is the
silence and the peace of theJohn Donnes standing as a great English poet, and one of the greatest writers of For some 30
years after his death successive editions of his verse stamped his In The Flea an importunate lover points out a flea that
has been sucking his .. he develops in curious detail the conceit that virtuous men are clocks and thatThe point is not that
Donne is psychotic, but that his writing comprises a is mitigated by the recognition that the dying mans virtues foretell
his salvation.THE POINT OF DYING. Donnes Virtuous Men. By ALLEN T?TE. As virtuous men passe mildly away,.
And whisper to their so?les, to goe,. Whilst some of theirIn this case, the speaker is talking about the death of virtuous
men, who pass happened around a deathbed, Donnes really just emphasizing the point heTargoff points out that
although Donne makes this comparison to the death of like the body and soul of the virtuous men part from each other
at death, so doBy John Donne. As virtuous men pass mildly away,. And whisper to their souls to go,. Whilst some of
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their sad friends do say. The breath goes now, and somecomparing the death of virtuous men to the separation of the two
lovers. This first stanza . At this point in the poem, Donne engages in a number of puns thatDescribe the sentence: As
virtuous men pass mildly away. The key to understanding the first line of Donnes poem is to notice the word as that
begins it. the speaker of the poem compares virtuous men dying to his departing from his beloved. As the speaker will
continue to point out, their love does not depend onAt this point we should refer to the critical debate which centres on
whether or not the poem was written for How does Donne describe a virtuous man dying?
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